that was inclined by 150 from the horizontal plane is shown in Fig. 3 . The speeds of the drops varied across the gradient and with the size of the drop; average speeds of 1 to 2 min/s were observed for 1-to 2-pl1 drops on the steeper part of the gradient (17). The shape of the drop shown in Fig. 3 is that of a spherical cap. The difference of the contact angles in the advancing and receding edges of the drop was only -2°to 3°. The effect of gravity on the drop shape was not significant here because the radius of the drop (1 to 1.5 mm) was smaller than the Laplace length (2.7 mm) (18). The nearspherical shape of the drop appears to be a consequence of the equilibration of the Laplace pressure inside the drop, which is consistent with the model proposed by Brochard (3).
Before we prepared the gradient surface, the wafer was rinsed again in running distilled water and then dried by blowing nitrogen over it. 13. We found that immersing the wafer in warm distilled water and rinsing it in pure distilled water helped to remove some of the loosely adsorbed contamination from the surface. The gradient surface can be easily contaminated by atmospheric impurities. The surface remained clean, however, when kept immersed in pure distilled water. 14. Drops used to measure the advancing and receding contact angles were held stationary on the surface of the silicon wafer by the tip of the microsyringe used to form the drops. The contact angles were measured under quasistatic conditions, that is, after the cessation of the movement of the contact line. For quantitative correlation between drop velocity and surface energy gradient, the contact angles should be measured under dynamic conditions. These measurements are beyond the scope of this study. 15. The thickness gradients of the monolayers were functions of the adsorption times and molecular weights of the silanes. We have also prepared gradient surfaces with Cl3Si(CH2)7CH3. After a 5-min adsorption, a close-packed, nearly com- (about 1300 cm`above the energy of the separated fragments), which controls the dynamics of the energy release to the separating fragments (6, 7) . This barrier defines a distinct bottleneck to the reaction, and the triplet ketene decomposition represents a model case for testing RRKM theory.
Highly vibrationally excited ketene was prepared by tunable pulsed laser excitation of ketene cooled in a supersonic jet expansion. Strong electronic-vibrational coupling in the energized molecule yields an excited state that is a statistical (8) mixture of the ground singlet (So), excited singlet (S1), and triplet (T1) states. The jet cooling (rotational temperature 5 K) and narrow bandwidth of the ultraviolet excitation laser (0.4 cm-1) minimized the uncertainty in the energy and angular momentum of the excited molecules.
We measured rate constants for the unimolecular decomposition of ketene by monitoring the appearance of the CO (vibrational level v = 0,J4 = 12) fragment as a function of time after ketene excitation. The CO photofragnent was detected by vacuum ultraviolet laser-induced fluorescence (LIE).
The experimental conditions and data treatment are as described (6, 7) . Rate constants were measured at energy increments of 2 to 4 cm-1, and the measurements were repeated over the entire energy range three times. The average dissociation rate constant (Fig. 2 , curve a) exhibits clear steps in the first few hundred wave numbers above an initial step associated with the zero point vibrational level of the transition state.
Photofragment excitation (PHOFEX) spectra of the CO product were also taken.
The LIF signal from specific CO(vJP) rovi- brational states was measured at a fixed reaction time (At) as a function of the ketene excitation energy (E). The PHO-FEX signal can be expressed as S(E,vjp,At) Xc a(E) P(E,vJp) (1 -e-k(E) At) (4) where cr(E) is the ketene absorption cross section, P(E,v,J) is the yield or branching ratio for the (v,Jp) quantum state of CO, and k(E) is the ketene dissociation rate constant. The absorption cross section is unstructured at the energies accessed in this study and does not contribute significantly to the structure in the PHOFEX spectra.
For small reactive conversion Ik(E) At < < 1], the PHOFEX signal is proportional to the rate constant and the CO(vJ0) yield.
The PHOFEX spectrum of CO v = 0p = 12) at 50 ns (Fig. 2, curve b) shows clear steps that match those in the rate constant.
A plot of (1 -e-k(E) At) based on the experimental k(E) data and a reaction time of 50 ns is shown in Fig. 2 2) yield contributes to the structure in the PHOFEX spectrum of the low-J product. The CD2CO decomposition rate constant (Fig. 3, curve a) increases in a distinct stepwise pattern with increasing energy, but with smaller energy spacing between the steps as compared to that observed for CH2CO. The narrower spacing is consistent with the expected decrease in the vibrational frequencies of the transition state upon isotopic substitution. The PHO-FEX spectrum for the CO(v = 0,Jp = 12) product from CD2CO at 200 ns, and a spectrum calculated from the k(E) data are shown in Fig. 3 , curves b and c, respectively. As is the case for CH2CO, the CO(v = 0j = 12) and simulated spectra are very similar, suggesting that the structure in the CO(v = 0,Jp = 12) PHOFEX spectrum is attributable predominantly to the structure in the CD2CO rate constant. A PHOFEX spectrum of the CO(v = 0,Jp = 2) product from the dissociation of CD2CO at a delay time of 150 ns is shown in Fig. 3 Fig. 2) . I molecule, the C-C-O bend (252 cm-'), and the CH2 wag (366 cm-1). The torsional motion is a hindered internal rotation with an ab initio barrier of 380 cm`. The ab initio CH2CO hindered rotor potential gives a spacing of about 140 cm1 between the first two states, which is larger than the spacing between the first two steps in the data. The calculated hindered rotor spacing for CD2CO is about 20% lower than for CH2CO, which is in good agreement with the fractional difference in the energy spacings of the first two steps in the data for CH2CO and CD2CO. A significant fraction (0.22) of the potential energy released as the CH2 and CO fragments repel each other appears as rotational energy of the CO fragment, consistent with the strongly bent C-C-O geometry of the transition state and rapid release of the energy along the C-C bond (7) . The angular momentum imparted to the CO is reproduced very well by a simple classical model that assumes that the available energy is released impulsively along the C-C bond at the transition state. This model predicts only the fraction of energy released to rotation (that is, only one JP value for CO) and not the distribution of angular momentum. The shapes of the CO rotational distributions are derived from the vibrational motion of the molecule when the C-C bond breaks (7). This dynamical model predicts that each vibrational state of the transition state, with its characteristic motion, gives a unique distribution of angular momentum in the products. The variation in the CO(v J) yield with energy is reflected in the P-OFEX spectra. Therefore, these For example, the CO(v = 0,J1p = 2) PHOFEX spectrum exhibits two sharp features at about 28,500 and 28,600 cm-1 which are absent from the CO(v = 0,Jp = 12) spectrum but which correlate with the sudden change in slope in the CO(v = 0,Jp = 12) spectrum. The prominence of these features in the low JP spectrum indicates that the transition state thresholds at these energies involve atomic motions that enhance the production of CO in low JP states. The spacing between these features is comparable to the spacing between the first two pronounced steps in the PHOFEX spectra, suggesting that the states are combinations of the lowest energy hindered rotor states with an excited state of a different vibrational mode. The excited (v = 1) C-C-O bend is a likely assignment for these thresholds because the bending motion adds or subtracts significant angular momentum from the im- cm-1 (9) .
The dissociation rate for deuterated ketene is significantly slower than for the hydrogen isotopomer, because the deuterated compound has a larger density of reactant states [p(Ej)J owing to its reduced vibrational frequencies. The rate constant measured at the top of the second prominent step for CH2CO (28,360 cm-') is 4.0 + 0.8 times the CD2CO rate constant at the same position (28,410 cm-'), suggesting that the CD2CO density of states is four times the CH2CO state density at these energies. The ratio of harmonic state densities (3) is 3.6:1. The absolute density of reactant states is difficult to evaluate because of uncertainties in the number of transition-state levels that contribute to each step in the rate constant (10) .
The observation of steps in the rate constant supports the concept that the rate of a unimolecular reaction with a welldefined barrier (and hence transition state) is controlled by flux through quantized transition-state thresholds. Results for the dissociation of singlet ketene (11) show that it remains much more difficult to define the transition state and the dynamics of energy flow for reactions without barriers. The comparison of experimental and ab initio data given here also demonstrates that many properties of the transition state are predicted by theory.
However, a carbene complex has never been observed in a catalytic system (3). An alternative mechanism that has been discussed is nucleophilic attack of the diazo compound on a metal-alkene or complex 
